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Abstract
Development of economical video codecs for low bitrate video transmission with higher compression potency has been a
vigorous space of analysis over past years and varied techniques are projected to fulfill this need.
Video Compression is a term accustomed outline a technique for reducing the information accustomed cipher digital video
content. This reduction in knowledge interprets to edges like smaller storage needs and lower transmission information
measure needs, for a clip of video content. In this paper, we survey different video codec standards and also discuss about the
challenges in VP9 codec
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1. INTRODUCTION
Storing video requires a lot of storage space. To make this task manageable, video compression technology was
developed to compress video, also known as a codec. Video coding techniques provide economic solutions to represent
video data in a more compact and stout way so that the storage and transmission of video will be completed in less
value in less cost in terms of bandwidth, size and power consumption. This technology (video compression) reduces
redundancies in spatial and temporal directions. Spatial reduction physically reduces the size of the video data by
selectively discarding up to a fourth or more of unneeded parts of the original data in a frame [1]. Temporal reduction,
Inter-frame delta compression or motion compression, significantly reduces the amount of data needed to store a video
frame by encoding only the pixels that change between consecutive frames in a sequence.
There are three main categories of video codecs. The first are standards developed by standardization bodies such as
MPEG (ex: MPEG-1 and MPEG-2) and ITU (ex: H.261 and H.263). These also include the more advanced and widely
accepted standards H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC, created when ITU and ISO experts joined forces. The second
category are proprietary codecs developed by individual companies and research groups. The third category is opensource codecs, which do not go through official standardization, but by releasing the source code essentially create defacto standards. This category includes codecs such as Theora, Dirac, Daala, VP8, VP9 and the emerging AV1.The
main aim of this paper is to provide an overview on codecs like HEVC, VP9 and AV1 and also provide feature
comparison between them.

2.VIDEO COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
2.1HEVC
H.265 also known as HEVC, High-Efficiency Video Codec is the successor of H.264 (AVC). The High-Efficiency
Video Coding (HEVC) standard is the most present-day joint video project of the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group
(VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) standardization organizations, working together in a
partnership known as the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC).HEVC is promising an massive 50%
bandwidth reduction for the same video quality.
The HEVC standard is meant to attain leigon goals, including coding efficiency, simple transport system integration
and data loss resilience, likewise implement ability using parallel processing architectures. x265 is an open source
software library and application for encoding video streams into the H.265. HEVC is not supported on Firefox or
Chrome, the top browser used by most platforms .HEVC has been supported on iOS since 2017, and although it is
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required on Android devices starting 5.0 and beyond, lots of devices will still have hardware HEVC decoding. Again,
that comes back to licensing issues.
2.2.VP9
VP9 is an open codec standard from Google’s webM project [2]. On the market since June 2013, it is the successor to
the VP8 codec and VP9 is the last iteration of VPx, as Google formed the Alliance for Open Media in Sept 2015 to
consolidate open source codec development with Mozilla, Cisco, Microsoft, Intel, and others. The next version of VPx
codec family is being integrated into AV1, the codec from the Alliance for Open Media (AOM) [4] and thus VP9 can
also be viewed as the forerunner to AV1. VP9 was designed to achieve up to 2x bandwidth compression over its
predecessor (VP8) and in turn promises similar gains over H.264, the incumbent video standard for online streaming.
With a combination of newer toolsets and unique features [7], VP9 is ideally placed to be the ensuing major step in
improving online video services.
VP9 software is available in the form of libvpx, the open source VP9 implementation from the webM team. libvpx
includes both encoder and decoder software implementations. Silicon implementations of the decoders are also
available through Google and supported by several leading chip manufacturers. VP9 is mandatory for Android TV and
is also supported by popular browsers like Chrome, Opera and Firefox in HTML5.
2.2.1 CHALLENGE IN VP9
Still, engineers and designers doing analysis on CPU simulator to identify hotspots in the existing code. By making use
of an iterative approach in optimization – possible issue identification using internal tools and micro-architectural
knowledge, coding and measuring performance for a new solution, and getting back to code review. Specifically,
during WebM/libvpx optimization we came across of a lot of front-end related issues. These issues are easy to spot and
fix and might provide substantial performance improvements to your application [8].
VP9 isn’t slow; it is simply extremely inefficient in a multiple-core environment, which makes it harder for developers
to design encoding systems that operate with higher potency. For this reason, expect to visualize substantial differences
in encoding times (and quality) in programs that support VP9. Developers creating their own encoders should design
their architecture from the start knowing that they’re going to have to deploy a system like Google’s to maximize VP9
encoding time and efficiency. This is especially true in the cloud, where you pay for an instance by the hour, and the
ability to spread encoding chores over as few CPUs and CPU-hours as possible translates directly to the bottom line.
2.3 AV1
AV1 is an open, royalty-free, next-generation video coding format from the Alliance of Open Media Video. It is
designed to switch Google’s VP9 and vie with H.265/HEVC. AV1 is targeting an expected improvement of about 30%
over VP9/HEVC with only reasonable increases in encoding and playback complexity.
Salient features:
 Interoperable and open
 Designed with a low computational footprint and optimized for the hardware
 Capable of consistent, highest-quality, real-time video delivery
 Optimized for the Internet
 Scalable to any modern device at any bandwidth
 Flexible for both commercial and non-commercial content, including user-generated content.
The goal of the AV1 project is to replace AVC/H.264 as the predominant video format for the web and to compete with
the HEVC codec, so high-quality video can be shared freely and efficiently on the open web platform. Table shows a
comparison of the main coding tools in MPEG-2, MPEG-4 Part 2 and H.264/ AVC.
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Table 1: Feature Comparison Summary

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Video compression is gaining popularity since storage and network bandwidth requirements are reduced with
compression. In this paper, we have presented a survey on the different video codecs and their issues Most recent efforts
on video compression for video have focused on scalable video coding. The primary objectives of on-going research on
scalable video coding are to achieve high compression efficiency high flexibility (bandwidth scalability) and/or low
complexity.
Due to the conflicting nature of efficiency, flexibility and complexness, each scalable video coding scheme seeks tradeoffs on the three factors. Designers of video services need to choose an appropriate scalable video coding scheme,
which meets the target efficiency and flexibility at an affordable cost and complexity.
Nowadays, industry is involved in video coding research , it appears that the area is more active than ever before. The
Alliance for Open Media (AOM) was founded in 2015 by leading tech companies to collaborate on an open and
royalty-free video codec. The goal of AOM was to develop video coding technology that was efficient, cost-effective,
high quality and interoperable, leading to the launch of AV1 this year. In the ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG
standardization world, the Joint Video Experts Team (JVET) was formed in October 2017 to develop a new video
standard that has capabilities beyond HEVC. The recently-concluded Call for Proposals attracted an impressive number
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of 32 institutions from industry and academia, with a combined 22 submissions. The new standard, which will be
called Versatile Video Coding (VVC), is expected to be finalized by October 2020
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